pleasure that we hear that the nurses at this asylum, who went in for the "first aid" examination last year, have all now been up successfully for the "nursiDg" examination. This time, however, fourteen nurses only were up, as against twenty for the " first aid" examination, but this is owing to the nurses having left to be married, and for one reason or another, not for any lack of zeal in wishing to farther their training knowledge.
The " written " examination questions will interest many of our readers. The examiner was Dr. H. P. Potter. After once noticing the position which is occupied by this busy little hospital, it is impossible not to dwell on the thought that the site is remarkably convenient as regards the general public's requirements, being, as it were, in a perfect network of thoroughfares. At the same time we soon grasp the fact that the building itself, although commodiously designed in all the respects which concern the comforts of the patients, is yet considerably cramped for space which can be devoted to the nurses. The plain exterior of the hospital does not prepare us for the pleasant interior, with the beautifully kept wards and the spotless cleanliness which prevails everywhere ; and to the uninitiated this " hospital purity " becomes an ever-new puzzle, whilst even to those who know better the numerous difficulties which wait on its attainment, the eventual and assured success must be a daily encouragement. When the leases of some neighbouring houses fall in, we are encouraged to hope that liberal help will be forthcoming to purchase the property, and to erect on it a complete nurses' home. At present probationers and nurses sleep in sufficiently airy cubicles situated at the top of the building, and they take their meals in a room on the ground floor of the house adjoining the hospital, where are also the apartments occupied by the Matron and Sisters. We are always glad when we find the officials of a hospital both able and willing to arrange for the Sisters, as well as the nurses, to have their bed-rooms distinctly apart from the wards in which their working hours are spent. The different sides of this question are frequently discussed, and we always find that it is one on which two very distinct opinions exist. Many good workers, who are lucky enough to be also good sleepers, maintain that they find no inconvenience from the sounds inseparable from wards, and that they much prefer feeling they are near at hand, whilstto other women who are sensitive to noise, and of less robust constitutions, the constant near vicinity during the hours of night to the sphere of their labours possesees no charm at all, and we incline to'think that for all Sisters and charge nurses bed-rooms situated in a different part of the building are desirable wherever attainable.
appointments.
[It is requested that successful candidates will send a copy of their applications and testimonials, with date of eleotion, to The Educe, 
